Asian Mountain Expeditions

We have a desire to provide a continued level of the highest standards and give our guests a hunting experience that is second to none. Our guides are true professionals, skilled horsemen, and eager to show you our finest hunting. We have all the qualities of a comfortable and relaxing setting for your hunt while providing you an unforgettable expedition. We are committed to provide our hunters with the most memorable and professional hunting experience. Every detail and all aspects of our hunts are overseen with care and consideration. We understand that a successful hunt is important to every hunter, but that it also takes more than a nice trophy to have a truly outstanding hunting experience.

For Each Hunt our company provides an interpreter, multiple guides, good food, and supplies. Our staff is experienced, knowledgeable, and professional, but most importantly, dedicated to making your trip a success. We send our hunters detailed information packets including gear lists and our US based office is always available to help with every detail and planning of your hunt.

We Support Our Hunters from the beginning of the booking of the trip all the way through to the completion of the hunt. Besides your local guide, at your request we can also accompany our hunters with an English speaking experienced professional guide. This is beneficial if you are interested in English help with judging trophy quality and help during the spotting, stalking & shooting process.

Additional hunting equipment may be needed from what you already own. Items such as insulated Kenetrek boots, compressible down sleeping bag, a suitable rifle for long range shooting, a thermarest, insulated pants, and snow camo (for Kyrgyzstan), are specific gear needed on this type of hunt.

Elevation is Between 10,000 and 13,000 feet for Kyrgyzstan hunts and 5,000 and 10,000 feet in Mongolia. Altitude sickness is rare given some acclimation at base camp. We can help talk you through preparing for the hunt and counsel you in some long range shooting practice as needed.
When Seasoned Hunters Think of their top 5 hunts, Parco Polo comes to mind. Kyrgyzstan, a spectacular mountainous country with the Tian Shan Mountain Range, offers great Marco Polo and Ibex hunting. The people of this country are very friendly and hospitable and there are no travel or safety concerns while visiting. We hunt some of the finest areas in Kyrgyzstan and provide a great hunting experience to a region that is a true wilderness experience!

Our hunting seasons for Marco Polo and Ibex are in October, November, and March and we recommend traveling through Istanbul with firearms on your way to Kyrgyzstan. After arriving in Bishkek you will begin your travels to base camp, where elevation is between 10,000 and 13,000 feet—altitude sickness is rare given some acclimation at base camp. Hunts do involve quite a bit of horseback riding and we recommend a few days in the saddle 2 weeks prior to your arrival. Physical conditioning is helpful, along with being accustomed to your gear and equipment.

Prior to the Hunt a detailed gear list and general hunt information are sent to our hunters and we will also help walk you through applying for your US CITES permit. While in the field, be assured that an English speaking staff member will always be available. We are dedicated to your success and look to every detail—before and during your hunt. Our staff will be available to aid hunters in their preparations to ensure they have proper gear and are prepared for a successful hunt.

Accommodations vary within the hunting areas but all will have a base camp for your hunt to begin from. This may be a small house or yurts and will have designated spaces set-up for sleeping, eating and relaxing, outhouse, sauna, etc. Meals include typical fare for the region—everything from Russian stews to Asian stir fry and are rounded out with a variety of fresh and dried natural foods and breads.

For Departure, you will be taken back to the Bishkek airport by one of our staff. Most of our hunters travel home with their trophies with a CITES permit issued for return travel. Keep in mind that to dry trophies for travel, you may need to spend a couple extra days in Bishkek to take care of this—you will also need a US Custom’s Declaration Form 4457 for your firearm before leaving the United States.

We are committed to providing hunters with a memorable and professional hunting experience, overseeing every detail and aspects of our hunts with care and consideration. We combine all our efforts to give our hunters an incredible trip and opportunity at hunting Marco Polo and Ibex. We look forward to each upcoming season and hope we can help you fulfill your dream of hunting these amazing animals!

Prices Include:
- Firearm permit, hunting tags and license, area fees and taxes, pickup/drop off at Bishkek airport, transportation to/from hunting area, accommodations and meals at camp, trophy preparation

Prices Do Not Include:

Kyrgyzstan Price List

| Dates: Nov 1-12 / Nov 3-14 / Nov 5-16 (days listed include travel days) |
| Request 12 day hunt |
| Request exclusive group hunts available w/ private camp (2min/4max) |
| Request 12 day hunt |
| Request through Bishkek/Osh, Lodging/Vehicle Request pp group-rate |
| Request exclusive group hunts available w/ private camp (2min/4max) |
| Request (A second Ibex may be available) |
| Request price upon request |
| Request 9 day hunt |
| Request 15 day hunt |

Request a brochure with pricing. Email us at: info@huntingadventure.com
Mongolia Price List

Altai Argali: Hovd
Request Pricing              July 1-Sept 30

Altai Argali: Bayou Oji
Request Pricing              July 15-August 1

Hangai Argali
Request Pricing              July 15-August 1

Gobi Argali
Request Pricing              July 15-August 1

All Species Combo Hunt
Request Pricing              July 14 - August 5

Altai Ibex
Request Pricing              Sept. 29 - Oct. 7

Other Species
Marel, Roe Deer, White Tail, Gazelle & Black Tailed Gazelle

Eagle Hunting &
Request Pricing                            November 1 - 9

Tourism Package
Eagle Hunt and Altai Ibex, 12 day

Mongolia Fishing
Request Pricing - Includes airfare in-country; (2 person min. / 9 days - includes Tourism Package)

Includes: VIP meet and greet, hotel stay, meals in Ulaanbaatar, trophy fees, day tours (within UB), hunt organization guide, field, flights and jeep transportation to/from hunting area, prep interpreter, hunting license, government fees, firearms permits. Yurt package available upon request. Horse combo may be available or request.

WHAT AN AMAZING PLACE! Mongolia is what the old west used to be - wide open spaces, bright blue skies, livestock and big game roaming free without fences, truly a hunter’s paradise. Mongolian Mountain Expeditions provides an incredible opportunity to hunt in this great region and lends our support before and during your hunt to give you the best success. Our friendly staff and guides, good equipment, and quality provisions all work together for superb experiences on an exclusive hunt. The hunt areas are managed and surveyed for trophy quality and provide the best opportunities for a mountain hunting adventure.

HUNTING TAKES PLACE IN THE GOBI DESERT and Altai Mountains at an elevation of 5,000 feet in the Gobi Desert and up to 10,000 feet or more in the Altai Mountains. Altitude sickness is rare given some acclimation at base camp. Physical conditioning before your hunt is helpful, as is being familiar and accustomed to your gear and any new equipment you are bringing. For each hunt, we provide an english speaking staff person, satellite phone, guides, good food, and supplies. Our staff is experienced, knowledgeable, and eager to work hard for your success. Our US based office sends out detailed information and gear lists to our hunters and is always available to help with every detail and planning of your hunt.

FOR TRAVELING TO MONGOLIA with firearms, the best route is through Korea and arriving in the Mongolian city of Ulaan Baatar. You will be met by our staff and either overnight at a hotel of continue to the hunting area by another flight or jeep ride. We recommend an early arrival into Ulaan Baatar to do some local touring in the city—we can help arrange this for you. Accommodations within the hunting areas vary—yurts (called gers) are a standard here and a small hotel may be used in cities. Meals are more traditional fare and feature a variety of fresh and dried natural foods with plenty of snacks.

HORSE RIDING EAGLE FALCONRY is a tradition steeped in thousands of years of history and remarkable on so many levels. Boys grow up in these semi-nomadic areas training Golden Eagles and focus on hunting fox, hare, and wolves. We invite you to take part in this unforgettable expedition and experience firsthand the Mongolian hospitality and lifestyle.

PRICES INCLUDE:
Firearm permit, hunting tags and license, area fees and taxes, pickup/drop off at UB airport, flights and jeep transportation to/from hunting area, accommodations and meals at camp, trophy preparation

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:

Request a brochure with pricing. Email us at: info@huntingadventure.com
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